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IOI Filter
This product’s functionality is gradually being built into the baseline Xinet/Portal suite so 
is no longer required as a stand-alone product.

We recommend: clients start to use the built-in Xinet filtering system.  This will require existing IOI Filters to be 
rewritten in Xinet’s supported JSON notation formation.  The Xinet filtering feature does not yet support Recursive 
Filtering, but this is anticipated under their current update roadmap.

IOI Flex Search
This product offering will be replaced by new features in the base Xinet/Portal suite.  The Xinet product will 
make use of SOLR searching and facet filtering to meet similar requests.

We recommend: The Xinet product has begun to implement searching features and clients should start using these 
built-in search, metadata and batch apply features.  We are expecting they will continue to enhance this feature 
and that it will surpass the functionality of the IOI tools being retired.

IOI Flex Upload
This product will no longer be required with the expanded functionality of the core Marquee uploader 
product.

We recommend: clients start to use Xinet’s built-in upload feature.  As with Flex Search they are committed to 
continuing to expand this feature offering and we expect it will also surpass the current capabilities of our Flex 
Uploader.

IOI List View
This product is now being included in the base template set for Marquee and will no longer be required as a 
stand-alone tool.

We recommend: clients start to transition to using Marquee’s built-in List View feature.  This is continuing to be 
enhanced and we fully expect it to surpass our current project offering.

IOI Transition
As the industry standard has shifted from an Exhibit-based template to those found in Marquee’s tem-
plates, we find that there is less need for the Transition module.

We recommend: clients should start using the Marquee template set.
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